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A Chance To Bring Light To The World 

Question: Can we make a leap upwards at the upcoming Congress? 

Dr. Laitman’s Answer: Of course! Everything depends on us. Everything is already present in our souls, 
in the informational genes (Reshimot). This entire system is now starting to connect globally and all the 
Kabbalists of the past—all the souls that united together—are now coming to the surface. 

It’s not a coincidence that our world is becoming so global. It’s happening because the common system 
of souls is now being revealed together with the connection between all the people in the whole world. 

The events that are unfolding are not following linear laws, but are coming from the general, perfect 
system. Therefore, it isn’t just a sequence of actions, but an operation of the entire system which is 
starting to be revived. Every part influences everything else and the whole process develops along a 
geometrical progression. 

It Doesn’t Make Any Sense, But It Is Fascinating 

Question: Why should we read about all the numerous details described by The Zohar if we aren’t able 
to identify them inside us? 

Dr. Laitman’s Answer: We have to be like a child who looks at the world around him and doesn’t 
understand anything, yet he gradually develops. He gets excited when he sees a bus passing by because 
it looks like something very big that’s moving. There’s another natural phenomenon where newborn 
geese take the first moving object they see to be their mother, and they follow it. This causes them to 
develop. 

In the same way, when we are reading The Zohar, there is a part we don’t understand at all yet, and 
another part that we can already connect to. This develops us. We have to realize that we aren’t able to 
understand it yet, but one day we will surely understand everything in its entirety. When we desire and 
try to understand what we are hearing, we awaken the force that develops us. Otherwise, how else 
could we develop? 

The more we advance, the more taste we will feel in the study. 

 


